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An accurate pre-assessment of geological and extractable reserves in a mining 

resource remains a highly important requirement while supporting a successful 

planning of preparation and extraction process in all stages of mining activity. 

Assessment of geological reserves can be realized through traditional methods or 

through usage of specific programs designed to provide solutions to geological and 

mining problems. In these estimations, the information obtained from geological and 

exploration activities plays a highly important role in the accuracy of reserves 

estimation. The advantages of using specific programs in geology and mining, even 

though based on the same geological information, provide us not only with a rapid 

assessment of the reserves, but they also enable us to come up with a more detailed 

data processing. As a result, we might be able to have clearer graphic and descriptive 

presentations; which in turn play a crucial role in mining exploitation design, as well 

as in the future perspective of research and exploration. 
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Introduction 

 

For ore bodies modeling in Koshaj resource it is used the computer program 

MICROMINE. Drilling database is built upon the historical drilling data of this 

resource during a 20 years’ period (1970 – 1990) as well as upon other drilling 

activities performed by the Canadian company TIREX Explorations during its 

research and exploration period in the years 2008-2010.  

 

Material and Methods 

 

Database construction  

 

For the modeling of zinc ore bodies in Koshaj resource it is used the information 

that TIREX Exploration company obtained from the Albanian Geological Service 

(AGS) (116 drillings in total), as well as from drillings that were performed by 

TIREX Exploration itself (9 drillings in this resource) which took place during the 

research and exploration stage in the years 2007-2010. Ore body modeling requires a 

constructed database according to the required criteria from the program that is going 

to be used for database construction and interpretation. These databases include: 

resource drilling, geological, geophysical and topographic data, etc. Database 

construction starts in the research and exploration stage with geo-referencing, map 

and plan digitalization, with the way research and exploration method is going to be 

applied on site (with reconnoiters, with the construction of topographic profiles, with 

geophysical measurements and with the most accurate definition of the geophysical 

Abstract 
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anomalies), which in the end would lead to drilling in the interest areas. Database is 

constructed with the data generated from drillings. Database includes: 

 

• Drilling coordinates (xyz) 

• Drilling depths 

• Chemical analysis of intervals of the mineralized areas 

• Construction of drillings stratigraphic column  

• Wells distortion measurement data 

 

These data are transferred in certain formats (data tables) to compile a final database 

which can be easily implemented in programs like: GEOSOFT, MICROMINE, 

DATAMINE etc., with which it will be possible to construct: cross sections, 

longitudinal cuts (geological and topographic), modelings, axonometric mining, etc. 

For zinc ore body modeling it is going to be used MICROMINE program. Drilling 

database was first constructed in an Excel type of format. To transfer these data in 

MICROMINE program, first it is necessary to create the respective folders, which are 

of different kinds, such as: data (including data types like Collar, Assay and Geology), 

String (including line data), Survey (including drilling column distortion data such as 

azimuth and dropping angles). First, these formats should be constructed so that later 

drilling data would be added manually or exported (as format types: csv, txt, etc.). 

There are 124 drillings that are going to be used in the construction of ore body 

models of Koshaj resource, which are saved in txt format and then are exported in 

MICROMINE program. In this case, drilling data are divided in two types: in DATA 

format, and in SURVEY format.(Bilki F, Haffenden N, O’Keefe D, Pertel D, 

Soloshenko D, Urbisinov S (2011). 

 

Before drilling database is constructed, it is necessary to check all incoming data to 

avoid any possible anomalies in the construction of drilling columns. After the 

regularity check of incoming data is performed and there are not identified any 

problems in format construction (Collar, Assay, Geology and Survey), the drilling 

database is constructed. In order to proceed, there should be performed the following 

operations:  

 

a) Design the resource drillings blueprint  

 

In designing drilling blueprints (Figure 1) the following formats are included: 

Collar, Survey, Geology and Assay. Assay format shows drilling column (vertical 

cut), ore bodies intervals, their thickness and composition.  

These intervals can be represented by different colors each corresponding to various 

elements to identify them easily and to sort them out accordingly with regard to 

element’s composition. For instance; for cooper compositions of 0.5 to 1% Zn might 

be used orange color in drilling column. For values 1% to 2.5% Zn might be used red 

color, and so on. 
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Figure 1  Plan map of historical drill holes, Koshaj. 

 

 

b) Construct geological vertical cuts 

 

By using the command section tool on drilling blueprint, we can construct cross 

sections in every required position (Figure 2, 3). Drillings in Koshaj resource were 

performed by Albanian Geological Service in profiles with a distance approximately 

50m from each other, and construction of vertical cuts was performed according to 

these strict profiles with the exploration grit. Since the distance between geological 

cuts is 50m, drillings that will be included in the cuts should be not more than 25m on 

its both sides, to respect half of the grit distance. In each cut that is going to be built 

consequently there will not be repetitive drillings since the same practice is going to 

be applied. In Koshaj resource i have built 14 vertical profiles. (Kuka R, Ceka A. 

(1986), Daci A. (2013)) 
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Figure 2 Vertical sections 1-1, with the drilling lithology and the interpreted body. 

 

 
Figure 3 Vertical sections 5-5, with the interpreted body. 
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c) Modeling of ore bodies  

After all vertical cuts are constructed, and the correct number of ore body is put 

down to shows the continuity of its expansion, all other constructed levels are 

displayed altogether in a 3 dimensional image (Figure). Spatial connection of the 

bodies is going to be done through “wireframes”. 

 

 

Figure 4 3D presentation of the deposit with all cross sections. 

 

d) Construction of surfaces with “wireframe” methods 

 

What is a “wireframe”? 

 

A wireframe displays a surface composed of triangles. Surfaces might be open 

or closed. Even though a “wireframe” might be composed of various surfaces, all 

these surfaces are going to be processed as one single unit. If we would like to process 

the surfaces separately, then we have to build separate “wireframes” for each and 

every body. Final model is displayed in (Figure). 

To construct ore body models, we also used the command “tie-lines” to solve 

the problem of unstable triangles (incorrect ties). Tie-lines represent segments that are 

drawn between line nods. They are the average form which we “force” the function of 

triangular model construction (wireframing) to be constructed according to a 

particular orientation. It should only be used when the triangular construction models 

cannot be formed regularly. (Bilki F, Haffenden N, O’Keefe D, Pertel D, Soloshenko 

D, Urbisinov S (2011), Dimitrakopoulos. R(2011)). 
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Figure 5 Presentation of final ore body tying model through “wireframe”. 

 

As it can be seen, there is regularity in the extension and fall of the ore bodies, which 

demonstrates their accurate modeling and connection (Figure 5). 

 

e) Ore body reserve volume and quantity calculation  

After ore body surface modeling (wireframe), before we pass onto volume and 

reserve calculation, we should conduct a regularity check on the construction of these 

surfaces (wireframe). This check is going to be performed to identify unclosed 

surfaces and interruption between two surfaces. If there are no problems with ore 

bodies, then we pass onto volume and tonnage calculation of the mining 

reserves.(Bilki F, Haffenden N, O’Keefe D, Pertel D, Soloshenko D, Urbisinov S 

(2011)). 

Calculations are done by assessing the constructed volume by “wireframes”, 

as well as by including here the format “Assay” which can calculate useful ore 

bodies’ composition components data. There are two ways to calculate the 

composition of ore bodies: 

 

1. Simple average, which calculates the average values of compositions, 

2. Weighted average of the block, which is calculated through the following 

formula: 

�� =
∑(�� ∗ 	�)

∑��

 

Where:   

mi – thickness samples, taken from the performed drills  

ci – respective content of the useful component in every sample  

Since drilling columns have precise specific contents per thickness, for the 
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calculation of volume/tonnage we are going to use the weighted average in the block. 

This calculation can be done only for those intervals that have content of useful 

component and when they are found inside the constructed ore body model. If this 

interval is located outside the constructed model, it is ignored in the calculation of the 

weighted average, and the calculation of specific weight, which for this area and type 

of zinc mineral is 2.9.For this particular case, it is calculated the volume of ore bodies.  

 

Calculated data should be documented in a special report which shows the data as 

here below (Table 1): 

 
Table 1 Geological reserves of Koshaj Mining 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By performing the above computations in Koshaj resource, we managed to construct 

models of Zinc ore bodies, to calculate volume and quantity of Zinc ore reserves, and 

the weighted average as necessary data for mining exploitation design. 

 

Conclusion  

The use of specific programs for 3D modeling of the ore body and calculation of the 

resources for a deposit today, brings many facilities such as: the control quality of the 

database, creation of the cross section and horizontal plans, interpretation of the ore 

body, 3d modeling interpretation using wireframes and in the end, calculation of the 

resources with high accuracy. Also the 3D viewing of the ore body, gives us cleared 

pictures of the deposit geomorphology. The usage of specific programs is a condition 

today for modeling and resources evaluation.  
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Geological reserves of Koshaj Mining  

Zinc Ore  

Volume (m
3)
 479000 

Tonnage (ton) 1389000 

Specific Weight (SG,  kg/m
3
) 2.9 

Weighted Content 3.3 


